Early and Late American Watch
Inventors and Inventions
Charles E. Jacot
Ezra C. Fitch
Charles E. DeLong

From 1840 to 1931
Famous and Obscure
• Charles Edward Jacot holds the first American
patent for a watch mechanism.
• Ezra C. Fitch was the Jack of All Trades
Salesman, Executive and Inventor of Waltham.
• Charles E. De Long is probably the most
prominent technical figure in the 20th Century
American Watch Industry.
This talk will briefly discuss each of them and some
of the interesting artifacts they produced

Charles Edward Jacot des
Combes 1817 - 1897
• Jacot was a Swiss immigrant who originally settled in
Baltimore in the late 1830’s and moved to New York City
around 1842.
• Some sources report that Jacot worked with Mathey and
Courvoisier in their case making business, but that name
appears to be E. Jacot which is a form that Jacot did not use
during his residency in New York. Edward Jacot des Combes
was the name he was using in Baltimore.
• Jacot became a naturalized American citizen and worked in
New York for many years before returning to Switzerland
1858.
• Jacot’s Star Duplex movements are marked SJ&Co for
Saltzman, Jacot & Co. From the gilding, they appear to have
been made in Switzerland.
• Jacot’s patents 25364 and 44493 were assigned to Saltzman,
Jacot & Co. It is possible that Jacot was in partnership with
Saltzman for a substantial portion of his time in the U.S.

Jacot Patents
1570

Apr 1840 Duplex Watch Escapement

4664

Jul 1846 Lever Watch Escapement

9150

Jul 1852 Duplex Watch Escapement

9357

Oct 1852 Watch Key

20491

Jun 1858 Stop Watch

25364

Sep 1859 Watch Plate

44493

Sep 1864 Pin Set Watch

71389

Nov 1867 Watch Winder

86075

Jan 1869 Stem Wind Watch

101881

Apr 1870 Stem Wind Watch

135559

Feb 1873 Watch Winding and Setting

156571

Nov 1874 Stop Watch

Baltimore

New York

Chaux de Fonds

Jacot’s American
Duplex Patent
Jacot patented his first Duplex watch
escapement in 1840. It included an
independent seconds mechanism. It
was actually 2 patents (or 3) in a single
document.
This escapement (figs 1 & 2) is an
improvement to Jacot’s “Chinese
Duplex” that employs the claw-like
teeth seen on the duplex wheel in these
drawings. The improvement is the six
pointed wheel driving through the
impulse pins.
The figures 4 and 5 illustrate the stop
mechanism that causes one of the pair
of center second hands to disconnect
from the watch works..
Jacot’s first “experiment” is common,
but the improved version has not been
seen.

Jacot’s American
Chinese Duplex

Jacot’s American
Lever Patent
In 1846 Jacot had moved to New York
where he patented the curious lever
escapement shown here.
Instead of the more standard fork and
impulse roller, the action on the
balance is borrowed from the duplex
escapement. The pointed end of the
lever gives impulse to the balance
when the motion releases the escape
wheel in the forward direction. On the
reverse swing, the pallets move to a
secondary lock position with no
impulse.
The claims are that this arrangement
greatly simplifies the lever escapement.
I know of no existing examples of this
mechanism.

Jacot’s Star
Duplex
The first 3 figures show the action of
the Star Duplex. The long points of
the star rest on the roller until the
balance turns to allow the point to
pass through a notch in the roller
jewel. When the escape wheel turns
the short ruby pins on the escape
wheel strike the impulse arm of the
balance.
Figure 5 is a conventional duplex
escapement. In the Star Duplex, the
escape wheel is greatly simplified
and the impulse forces are more
favorable.

Jacot’s Star
Duplex

Jacot’s Star
Duplex

Jacot Independent
Seconds Patent
Jacot’s final patent while living
in America was this 1858 patent
for an independent seconds stop
watch mechanism.
At about this time he returned to
Switzerland.
He continued to file American
patents until his final patent of
1874.

This example was made a
few years after the patent
when Jacot had moved to
Chaux de Fonds

Jacot Independent
Seconds Stop Watch

Ezra C. Fitch
1846 - 1929
•

•
•
•

•

Ezra Charles Fitch was a descendant of Thomas Fitch, the
governor of Connecticutt and Ebenezer Fitch, the President
of Williams College.
Fitch’s father was a sea captain and he was born in Bremen
Germany while is parents were on a trip there.
He attended public school in Worcester, Mass and learned the
trade of watchmaker there.
He began working for the Boston office of Robbins,
Appleton & Co. but was soon transferred to the New York
office where he was a traveling salesman. After two years he
become manager of the New York office.
In 1883, he was brought into Waltham as General Manager
and in 1886 he was named President. He served as President
until 1923.

127753

Jun 1872 Watch Stem Wind & Set

151867

Jun 1874 Watch Case

214642

Apr 1879 Watch Case

220916

Oct 1879 Watch Key Stem Wind

224670

Feb 1880 Watch Case

237377

Feb 1881 Watch Key Stem Wind

259517

Jun 1882 Watch Pendant

Fitch Patents

277865

May 1883 Watch Case

424191

Mar 1890 Watch Case Pendant

289340

Nov 1883 Watch Case

513907

Jan 1894 Watch Case Pendant

299369

May 1884 Stem Wind Watch

517647

Apr 1894 Watch Movement Box

304264

Aug 1884 Open Face Watch Case

539255

May 1895 Watch Case Pendant

315755

Apr 1885 Watch Movement Box

545225

Aug 1895 Watch Movement Box

315756

Apr 1885 Watch Case

830058

Sep 1906 Wind Mechanism

316767

Apr 1885 Watch Case

1084880

Jan 1914 Pocket Watch

319691

Jun 1885 Watch Case Pendant

1085857

Feb 1914 Bracelet Watch Crown Guard

1219449

Mar 1917 Wrist Watch

1417507

May 1922 Band Connect

1708293

Apr 1929 Resilient Dial Foot

324675
366085
417999

Aug 1885 Watch Case
Jul 1887 Enamel Watch Dial Process
Dec 1889 Watch Bow Fastening

Fitch’s Stem
Setting Latch
Push setting was introduced on
Waltham Watches in 1872.
Fitch, working for Robbins &
Appleton, invented this neat
mechanism to simplify setting
the watch. It locks the push
piece into the setting position
and releases it when the watch
case is closed so the watch can
be wound.

Fitch’s Stem
Setting Latch

The Stamp reads:
R&A Pat. June 11th 72

Fitch’s Dust
Proof Case
Fitch’s patent dust proof watch case
was a major improvement in cases
for common use. It was stronger,
cheaper and more impervious to
dust and moisture.

This example exhibits 3 patents:
Apr 22, 1879 Case
Jun 19, 1885 Improved Pendant Seal
Aug 12, 1885 Case Stiffener

Fitch’s Dustproof
Case

Fitch’s Patent
Dustproof Case

Fitch’s Patent
Dial Process
Fitch patented a process to avoid using
acid to etch out the substrate in dials
with sunken portions.
The process consisted of pre-punching
the sinks and pressing the blanks back
into position. After the enamel was
applied and the dial was fired, the cuts
were ground in the enamel and the the
sinks could be pressed out.

Fitch’s Resilient
Dial Foot
Fitch’s Resilient Dial Foot avoids
cracking of porcelain enamel dials
when tightening the dial foot screw.
This is a very common problem that is
eliminated by this invention.
Unfortunately it was never widely
used.
This was Ezra C. Fitch’s final patent
award. The date, April 9, 1929 was
almost 57 years after his first patent
award. It was also 7 years after he had
retired as President of the Waltham
Watch Co. having served for 39 years
in that capacity.

Charles E. DeLong
1871 - 1943
• DeLong was born in 1871 in Wilton, New York.
• When he was 16 he was employed by Jones & Padmore
of Troy New York as a watchmaker.
• At the age of 23 he was watchmaking instructor at
Bradley Polytechnic Institute.
• His first horological patents were filed while he was
working with Fred McIntyre in South McAlester, I.T.
preparing for the McIntyre Watch Co.
• DeLong was an expert marksman and invented an
autoloader that was licensed to Remington. He toured for
Remington giving shooting demonstrations with the
autoloader.
• DeLong had a reputation for designing a new tool for
every new job. Very little of his inventive output was
actually patented.

DeLong Patents
780160

Jan 1905 Watch Regulator

798884

Sep 1905 Watch Winding Indicator (McIntyre)

801443

Oct 1905 Watch Balance Staff (McIntyre)

815271

Mar 1906 Watch Banking Screw (McIntyre)

1008793
1192812

1283476

Nov 1911 Watch Barrel (McIntyre)
Jul 1916 Watch Escapement Adjustment

Nov 1918 Watch Main Spring Click

1292269

Jan 1919 Watch Stem

1327226

Jan 1920 Lever Watch Escapement

1469500

Oct 1923 Jewel Setting Truing Tool

1785301

Dec 1930 Electric Wind Clock

1801543

Apr 1931 Electric Wind Clock

DeLong
Regulator
This regulator is similar in appearance
to a design used by Vacheron and
patented in 1884. However, the
improvement in the DeLong regulator
is the mechanism to remove backlash
when adjusting the screw and hold the
screw firmly in one position laterally.

DeLong
Regulator

DeLong Wind
Indicator
DeLong patented a very
elegant wind indication
mechanism that was a key
feature of the McIntyre
Watch. The wind indicator
was used on the watch in the
previous slide and on another
prototype watch in addition to
its use on the 16 size
McIntyre Watch Co. watches.

DeLong Wind
Indicator

DeLong Wind
Indicator

DeLong
Escapement
DeLong is best known for the
“DeLong Escapement” that was
tried for a time by Illinois,
Hamilton and Ball watch
companies. Today it is highly
prized among collectors.
The patent was awarded in 1920
almost 5 years after the initial
filing.
DeLong produced all the parts
and materials for the existing
examples over the Christmas
holidays in 1915.
DeLong developed two additional
patents to deal with issues that
arose in implementing the
escapement.

DeLong
Escapement

DeLong
Escapement
Adjustment
The DeLong escapement requires that
the pallet arbor be adjusted to closer
tolerances than a standard lever
escapement. In addition the pallets are
not adjustable as they are in a standard
lever watch.
This patent uses two eccentric
mechanisms working together to allow
the centerline to be moved with great
precision.
This patent was awarded 4 years before
the escapement patent although they
were filed at essentially the same time.
I have not seen this device used in an
actual watch.

DeLong Jewel
Truing Tool
This tool allows the jewel setting to be
made concentric with a jewel even
though the jewel hole may be slightly off
center.
This tool was developed to address the
problem that the Illinois Watch Co.
encountered when the watches equipped
with the DeLong Escapement were taken
down for cleaning at the end of the
testing period.
Upon reassembly, some of the jewels
had been turned and the escapement
depthing was lost.
It is interesting to note that DeLong was
still working on this problem in 1921
many years after the initial development
of the DeLong Escapement.

DeLong Jewel
Truing Tool

DeLong’s
Winding Click
This is DeLong’s most successful
invention in terms of numbers produced.
He developed the 5 tooth form of winding
click at the Illinois Watch Co. in 1923.
The device was used on high grade
smaller watches both by Illinois and later
by Hamilton. Some grade 528 were
finished as grade 400 and the total of both
is estimated because Hamilton produced
another grade with the same serial
numbers. The total examples of the click
is probably around 5,500 if all were made.
Grade
– 538
– 539
– 528
– 400

Prod.
3100
630
*600
*1000

DeLong’s
Winding Click

538

539

528

H400

Horological Patents
• In the 1970’s NAWCC members put together a list
of Horological Patents and Trademarks.
• The Patent Database is currently available at
www.NAWCC-info.org with a set of queries that
allow patents to be retrieved by keyword, date or
inventor/assignee.
• Patent numbers obtained can be used to find the
images of the patents at www.uspto.gov.
• All the patents shown in this presentation were
obtained by that method.

Questions?

Questions?

Recent DeLong
Sighting
•

About a year ago an
interesting DeLong
artifact showed up on
the Antiques Road
Show.

Southern Horological
Institute

